This paper describes the shared task for the English Twitter geolocation prediction associated with WNUT 2016. We discuss details of the task settings, data preparation and participant systems. The derived dataset and performance figures from each system provide baselines for future research in this realm.
Introduction
With ever-increasing numbers of people interacting with social media, social data has become a gold mine of insights into the people, opinions and events of the world. Perhaps the greatest insights come when that data is partitioned into meaningful sub-populations, with one of the most obvious such partitioning dimensions being geographical. In many social platforms, however, geographical information is either missing, incomplete or not accessible. This greatly restricts the utility of social data for locationrelated applications such as regional sentiment analysis, local event detection, and geographicallybounded marketing and healthcare. This shared task focuses on predicting geographical location (i.e., geotagging) using English Twitter text data. The task provides a benchmark dataset for comparing different geotagging methods, and more generally sheds light on how to expand geotagging from social media to a more general domain.
In this shared task paper, we present the task scope and evaluation metrics; how training, development and test data were collected and filtered; and we also summarise and compare the key innovations of each participant system. Overall, we had five teams submit 21 results. Three of the five teams described their approach in peer-reviewed papers. We found that the system from FUJIXEROX achieved the best median distance error, using a neural net, and that the system from CSIRO using an ensemble had the highest accuracy and a competitive median distance error.
Geotagging Shared Task
In machine learning terms, the geotagging shared task can be expressed as two different problems. By assigning a latitude/longitude pair to a given input tweet and measuring the distance between the predicted point and the true GPS labelled point, it can be cast as a (multi-target) regression problem. If the aim is to predict one from a set of pre-defined mutually exclusive classes (e.g. metropolitan city centres), then geotagging becomes a multiclass classification problem. In this shared task, we adopt the later classification setting. Participants were given training and development data based on metropolitan This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ city representations derived from GeoNames. 1 The goal is to predict the class label (i.e. city) for each item in the test dataset.
The shared task was carried out on two levels: tweet-level and user-level. The tweet-level is more practical in real world applications, as a tweet is a basic text unit created by a Twitter user and often is associated with a unique location. However, because a single tweet text can be terse and will often not contain explicitly geolocating information, the more popular setting for geolocation research has been user-level prediction, aggregating a user's tweets. This assumes that each user has a primary location, and that the primary location can be inferred from the aggregated tweet data.
To comply with Twitter's terms of service, participants were given tweet IDs and a downloading script to obtain data and annotations. Participants then built geotagging systems using the released training and development data. When the test data was released, participants had three days to run their experiments and submit results.
The shared task has the following goals:
1. Provide a large-scale carefully-sampled dataset for the Twitter geotagging task, and as an enabler for future research on the topic;
2. Evaluate the effectiveness of different methods within a consolidated experimental setting, to better benchmark geotagging methods;
Datasets and Evaluation
As a compromise between the competing desires to provide a comprehensive, large-scale dataset, and to provide a manageably-sized dataset, we selected 1 million users for training, and 10K users for development and test, respectively. Each user has a unique class label to denote their primary location. The class labels are derived from metropolitan city centres in GeoNames, following Han et al. (2012) . In total, the class set is made up of 3362 cities. The training data for the tweet-level task is based on a unique tweet from each of the same 1 million users. The development and test data sizes are both 10K messages in size, different from the user-level development and test data. We deliberately chose to keep strict separation between the data for the user-and tweet-level tasks to prevent the use of user-level predictions for the tweet-level task. A team could have up to 5 members, and submit up to 3 three runs for each of the two tasks. We filter geotagged tweets from 2013 to 2016 via archived data from the 10% Twitter Streaming API. All the training and development data is from 2013 to 2015. For the test data, 50% is from 2013 to 2015, and the other half is from 2016. This is reserved for analysis of the impact of temporal differentiation on model generalisation (Han et al., 2014; Dredze et al., 2016) . All tweets are filtered by Twitter's language ID code, retaining only those which are labelled as English. We run the filter in two passes: in the first round, we take all users with geotagged tweets; and in the second pass, we only keep users with at least 10 geotagged tweets. The requirement of 10 geotagged tweets was determined empirically, to get a reliable estimation of a user's primary location, while avoiding incorporating bot-generated messages.
To be eligible as a data record in the geotagging dataset, a user must have 50% of their tweets coming from the same metropolitan area. 2 The number of unfiltered geotagged tweets was initially 419M, from which 172M English tweets were extracted. After filtering out users with less than 10 geotagged tweets and those who didn't have at least 50% of tweets from a single city, we randomly chose 1M users for training and 10k each for the development and test sets. The training set consists of 12.8M tweets, the user-level development and test sets consist of 128k and 99k tweets, respectively, and the tweet-level development and test sets each contain 10k tweets.
Candidate geotagging systems were evaluated using three metrics. "Accuracy" indicates how well a given system performs in a "hard" classification task setting, in terms of whether they correctly predict the city or not. In comparison, distance-based metrics (relative to the centre of the city the user is assigned to) provide a "soft" evaluation, in the sense that they reward near-miss predictions, and penalise Table 2 : User-level results ranked by median error distance wildly-wrong predictions. Specifically, as our distance-based metrics, we measure (in kilometres): (a) the median error distance; and (b) the mean error distance. Although distance-based metrics are more intuitive, class-based predictions such as city labels are often easier to use in downstream applications.
Systems and Results
In total, 5 teams uploaded 21 runs, among which 3 teams submitted system description papers. Miura et al. (2016) ("FUJIXEROX") applied vectorised inputs in linear models for both tweet-level and user-level geotagging tasks. They used tweet text, user self-declared locations, timezone values, and user self-descriptions as input sources. Each source of input is transformed from a one-hot bag-ofword representation into a vector. Vectors from the same source are averaged, and vectors from different sources then are concatenated and used as the input to linear models. A softmax function is used to select the most probable class. Jayasinghe et al. (2016) ("CSIRO") adopted ensemble learning methods with carefully extracted features from various available sources in both text and metadata. Namely, the authors implemented label propagation methods among tweet posts, location name mappings, text retrieval methods that assume similar text comes from the same region, and language-based classifiers. Having obtained outputs from each of the individual methods, the authors combined the resultant features in different ways. The best accuracy is achieved by using accuracy-ordered predictions, i.e. taking the prediction from the best Chi et al. (2016) ("IBM") applied multinomial naive Bayes methods over different sets of features. Unlike other teams, they only used tweet text data in their system. The system used an existing set of location-indicative words, gazetted location names from GeoNames, hashtags, users mentions, and a combination of all of these features. In addition, a frequency-based method was used to filter the combined feature set. Experimental results show feature selection over the methods combined achieved the best results across all metrics.
Tweet-level and user-level results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. FUJIXEROX achieved the best median error distance. The best accuracy was achieved by CSIRO; this system also achieved very competitive median error distance. Both teams systematically used metadata embedded in tweets, which supports the hypothesis that metadata contains abundant high-quality location information (Han et al., 2014) . Nonetheless, the system from IBM provides insights into how well pure text-based methods can perform. Unfortunately the other two teams did not submit description papers, and we do not have insights into the methods they experimented with.
Interestingly, the gap between user-level and tweet-level results was fairly modest for those systems which made use of metadata. This is partly due to the fact that everything is mapped to a city-level representation, but provides further evidence that metadata plays a major role in geotagging.
Our test data consists of 5K 2016 data and 5K 2013-2015 data. We also show results for those two subsets in Figure 3 and Figure 4 to analyse the temporal impact. Interestingly, we found that 2016 test cases are more likely to predict compared with pre 2016 data in terms of accuracy and median distance error. As the 2016 test data is from new users created in 2016, this suggests people are more open to sharing their location information either in their profiles or in the tweet text data.
Conclusion and Future work
This paper presents an overview of the English Twitter geolocation prediction shared task. It detailed the two tasks, data preparation process, and evaluation metrics used in the shared task. It also outlined the approaches adopted by the participant systems, and reported results across multiple metrics. We found that tweet metadata offers abundant high-quality location information, which contributes to the geotagging tasks at both the tweet-and user-level. In the future, we plan to make the data replication procedure easier, allowing a wider audience to evaluate systems and compare with others.
